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RELM Network Releases Geronimo 
(Rockville MD) – The RELM Network today announced it will no longer carry The Don Geronimo 
Show as part of its otherwise expanding lineup. 

Geronimo (Michael Sorce) and RELM struck a deal four months ago to launch a paid-subscription 
podcast.  It was a win for both parties—and listeners—as Don brought new listeners to RELM, and the 
network brought Geronimo to internet broadcasting. 

Geronimo will now distribute his show on his own, through an arrangement he’ll announce 
separately. Current subscribers will be carried over, with minimal interruption.   

Quoting RELM co-owner Marc Ronick, “We’re proud to have brought listeners a personality of this 
historical importance.” Geronimo was half of Washington DC’s popular Don and Mike show, which 
aired on CBS-owned WJFK.   

Buzz Burbank (RELM co-owner Michael J. Elston) was part of that show, a friend of Geronimo’s and 
instrumental in bringing Don to RELM and the world of internet broadcasting. 

“Don helped me land the best job of my radio career,” said Burbank.  “I was intent on trying to return 
the favor, while helping RELM’s visibility.”   

“On behalf of all of us at RELM,” said co-owner Lowell Melser, “we wish Don success and happiness 
in his new venture.”   

RELM also continues to add new shows.  Besides the recent addition, Foodie & The Beast, the 
network now offers The Netflix Podcast, an unauthorized discussion of that network’s popular 
original shows and other offerings. 

The RELM Network carries programming for a variety of interests, including news, sports, gaming 
and the arts—plus comedy, politics and more. 

The RELM Network features Buzz Burbank News and Comment, The Marc & Lowell Show, The Kirk 
McEwen Show, Foodie & The Beast, The Bob & Chez Show and more at 
http://www.relmnetwork.com/ 

 

To advertise, to get more information on this release, or to schedule an interview with our 
personalities or executives, please use the contact information at the top of the page. 


